
Meeting Minutes:     Tsudanuma TMC 
**** Club No.1722409, Area B3, Div. D , Dist. 76 **** 

December 19th,  2022, Zoom Meeting 
 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09(ID: 

976 0746 6047 Passcode: Cm663q) 

19:00 Call to Order --------------------------------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
The president called the meeting to order on time. With greeting remarks, she briefly talked about 

the world Soccer’s climax game. 

            Business Session 
TM Kuroda suggested that Brian’s logo remark, “Master the art of speech by joining at Tsudanuma 
TMC.” Could be sent to 76 District’s logo campaign for new membership. All agreed! 

 

 Thought of the Evening -----------------------------------------------------------   TM Kuroda 
She talked about “Word for The Year” by the famous priest, “SEN” or “War or Dispute” and 
she recommended a different word, “SEN”, “New or Freshness” as opposed to the 
negative “SEN” because we had a couple of new face, and made fresh start together.  
  
Word of the Evening (WE) -------------------------------------------------------- TM Takamiya 
He introduced a noteworthy word: “incredible”, and many members used it during the 

meeting. 
 . 
19:10 Toastmaster of the Evening (TD) --------------------------------------- TM Akazawa 
He demonstrated good leadership, and managed the meeting well 
 

  Helpers: Timer -----------------------------------------------------------TM Takimoto 

                                Grammarian ------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

   Vote Counter ------------------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 

 Each role player explained its duty well and in depth, so that everybody understood. 
19:15 Joke Master ------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Takayama 

He made four short jokes or puns. They were all funny but some were hard to follow. 
Here is one example. “Teacher said to a mom, could you tell you son to stop to imitate me 
as it annoys me? then the mom said to her son, stop acting stupid.” 
This is very funny because the mom implied that the son should stop imitating the teacher 

as the teacher seemed to be stupid.  
19:20 Table Topics Session (Eachspeaker:1-2min+30 sec) -------------- TM Akazawa 
He did an impromptu role player and gave very interesting questions relating pet animal. 
Since he loves dog but due to his condo’s regulation, he can have only tiny animal, so, 

he has a mouse in the cage, and based on his experience, he made interesting question 
such as “which do you like? A dog or a cat? Everybody talked about its pet and enjoyed it. 
 
 1st Speaker-------------, 2nd Speaker-------------, 3rd Speaker------------- 
 4th Speaker-------------, 5th Speaker-------------, 6th Speaker-------------- 

  19:40 Prepared Speech Session 
   PS1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TM Takayama 

He made a fantastic, and nostalgic speech on his memorable trip to Scotland in his young 
age of 30 years ago. His trip was planned and organized by himself, covering B&B 
accommodation, rental car arrangement and driving, road navigation and seeking advice 
and suggestions from the natives and local English people. So, there were so many 
mistakes and misunderstandings, nevertheless he courageously challenged the trip and 
managed to end the trip with happy feeling and success. 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09


Title: “ A dream at Scotland  ” 
PS2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Tanaka 
She made romantic, and heart- moving speech on philosophical story about the moon. 

She briefly touched ancient anecdotes and compared with modern life styles with scientific 
innovations. Also, she demonstrated her warm-hearted feeling, and forward-looking 
thoughts with good vocal varieties and gestures. These combined effects gave good 
synergy effects for her speech as whole. It was an excellent speech!   

Free Speech 

 
20:10 Evaluation Session (Each Evaluator: 2-3 min±30sec)       

        General Evaluator --------------------------------------------- TM Takamiya 
Due to time limitation, he made rather short and concise comments covering the main 
points of the meeting including PS speakers. 

(1) Evaluation for PS1 ---------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 
She evaluated positively TM Takayama’s speech with good analysis, and pointing out few 
good points on how he enjoyed the solo trip in Scotland. Also, she mentioned his 
improvement point regarding his vocal varieties, and perhaps missing of the use of visual 
aids. As usual, she made sharp and proactive comments for the speaker . 
        (2) Evaluation for PS2 ---------------------------------------- TM Takimoto 

Since TM Takimoto missed the chance of listening to TM Tanaka’s speech, other members 
covered her role by mentioning short comment on TM Tanaka’s speech. there were many 
good and productive comments for TM Tanaka’s speech. 

Timer's Report ------------------------------------------------ TM Takimoto 

  
  20:25 Report and Award Session 

Word of the Evening Report ----------------------------------------- TM Takamiya 

 Grammarian's Report -------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

                Vote counter's Report-------------------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
There were nominal, and usual reports and comments from each role player. 
The TP winner was TM Takayama  
20:40 Adjournment-------------------------------------------------------------------TM Tanaka 
 

 January 9th Role Assignment - Zoom Meeting  
 
Reviewed at the meeting 
and updated: 

  

1. Thought of the Evening: 7. Vote Counter: 13: General Evaluator:   

              TM Akazawa           TM Kuroda       TM  Akazawa 

2. Word of the Evening: 
              TM Takimoto 

8. Joke Master: 
TM Nishioka 

14.-16: Individual 
Evaluators 

3. Toastmaster of the Day: 
              TM Tanaka 

9. Table Topics: 
TM Takayama 

14.   IE1 TM Takayama 

4.Timer:     TM Takamiya 
10. Prepared Speech 1 

TM Kuroda 
15.   IE2 TM Nishioka 

5. Grammarian:  TM 
Akazawa 
                           

11. Prepared Speech 2 
    TM Takamiya 

16.   IE3  None 

6. UM-AH Counter: Skip 
12: Prepared Speech 3 

     None 
Absentee: Brian 

                       
 

 

 


